BOOK TITLE

OVERVIEW

ISBN

7 Habits of Highly Effective People, 30th Anniversary edition, Stephen Covey

personal and interpersonal effectiveness; continues to be a best seller for
the simple reason that it ignores trends and pop psychology

ISBN 13: 978-1982137137

10 Arguments for Deleting Your Social Media Accounts Right Now, 2018, Jaron
Lanier

provocative but not anti-tech or even anti-phone; offers practical value and
consciousness and awareness--a cultural anthropology experience

ISBN-13 : 978-1250239082

21 Lessons for the 21st Century, 2019, Harari

seeks to provoke debate without offering definitive solutions discusses
many pressing issues, including problems associated with liberal
democracy, nationalism, immigration, and religion

ISBN-13 : 978-0525512196

A Guide to Documenting Learning: Making Thinking Visible, Meaningful,
Shareable, and Amplified, First Edition, 2018, Tolisano and Hale

facilitates student-driven learning and helps teachers reflect on their own
learning and classroom practice

ISBN-13:978-1506385570

A More Beautiful Question: The Power of Inquiry to Spark Breakthrough Ideas,
2016, Warren Berger

helping you find imaginative, powerful answers to your own “beautiful
questions.”

ISBN-13: 978-1982137137

A Novel Approach, 2018, Kate Roberts

a practical framework for creating units that combine whole-class novels
and independent reading to truly help students grow as readers

ISBN-13 : 978-1982137137

A Promised Land, 2020, Barack Obama

a riveting, deeply personal account of history in the making—from the
president who inspired us to believe in the power of democracy

ISBN-13 : 978-1524763169

All Students Must Thrive: Transforming Schools to Combat Toxic Stressors and
Cultivate Critical Wellness, 2019, Howard

Educators are sending a clear, urgent message to local, state, and federal
governments and the public: Student learning will not be maximized until
student social emotional wellness is prioritized.

ISBN-13:978-1328027047

American Girls: Social Media and the Secret Lives of Teenagers, 2017, Nancy Jo
Sales

discussing the new norms, from extreme behaviors to lack of basic
communication skills

ISBN-13 : 978-0804173186

Anger: Wisdom for Cooling the Flames, 2002, Thich Nhat Hanh

tools and advice for transforming relationships, focusing energy, and
rejuvenating those parts of ourselves that have been laid waste by anger

ISBN-13 : 978-1573229371

Astrophysics for People in a Hurry, 2017, Neil deGrasse Tyson

Tyson brings the universe down to Earth

ISBN-10 : 9780393609394

Atomic Habits: An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones,
James Clear, 2018, James Clear

solve the problems of life with as little energy and effort as possible

ISBN-13 : 978-0735211292

Becoming, 2018, Michelle Obama

memoir- dedication to personal growth and aspirations and persistence
despite setbacks

ISBN-13 : 978-1524763138

Better Than Carrots or Sticks: Restorative Practices for Positive Classroom
Management, 2015, Dominique Smith, Douglas Fisher & Nancy Frey

when educators empower students to address and correct misbehavior
among themselves, positive results are longer lasting and more wide
reaching

ISBN-13: 9781416620624

Between the World and Me, 2015, Ta-Nehisi Coates

memoir-demonstrates how the American Dream is built on the enslavement
of the African people and their oppression by violent means

ISBN-13 : 978-0812993547

Blended Learning with Google: Your Guide to Dynamic Teaching and Learning,
2020, Kasey Bell

creative strategies for both classroom and distance learning thru dynamic
blended learning; Bell guides you to think differently about how to align
blended learning strategies with Google tools to increase student
engagement and achievement

ISBN-13 : 978-1735601823

Book Whisperer: Awakening the Inner Reader in Every Child, 2009, Donalyn
Miller

to create passionate, life-long readers, teachers must create a learning
environment that stimulates and nurtures independent reading.

ISBN-13: 978-0470372272

Brain Rules: 12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at work, home, and school,
2014, John Medina

how the brain sciences might influence the way we teach our children and
the way we work

ISBN-13 : 978-0983263371

Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain, 2015, Daniel J. Siegel

Siegel shows parents how to turn one of the most challenging
developmental periods in their children’s lives into one of the most
rewarding.

ISBN-13 : 978-0399168833

Brief Answers to the Big Questions, 2018, Steven Hawking

belief in the rationality of nature and in our ability to uncover its secrets —
and a faith in science's ability to solve humanity's biggest problems;

ISBN-13 : 978-0399168833

Bringing Words to Life: A Robust Vocabulary, 2013, Isabel L. Beck

makes a powerful case for the need for systematic direct instruction in
vocabulary

ISBN-13: 978-1462508167

Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents, 2020, Isabel Wilkerson

combines impressive research with great narative that tells how America
has been shaped by a hidden caste system

ISBN: 978 0-0593-23025-1

Classroom Instruction That Works: Research-Based Strategies for Increasing
Student Achievement 2nd Edition, 2019, Dean, Ross, Hubblell, Pitler & Stone

nine instructional strategies that have the most positive effects on teaching
and learning

ISBN-13: 978-0133366723

Classroom Management for the PE, Art, and Music Teacher, 2014, Michael Linsin

provides the tools, tips, and strategies you need to simply and effectively
manage any classroom, no matter how unruly or out of control, so you can
focus on teaching, inspiring, and making an impact that lasts a lifetime

ISBN-13: 978-0615993263

Co-teaching for English Learners, 2017, Dove and Honigsfeld

how to effectively collaborate and co-teach to benefit English learners

ISBN-13: 978-1483390918

Coach to Coach: An Empowering Story About How to Be a Great Leader,2020,
Martin Rooney

if you’re a parent, a teacher, a co-worker, or a leader, you are also a coach.
Which kind of coach do you want to be?

ISBN-13 : 978-1119662198

Coach Wooden and Me: Our 50-Year Friendship On and Off, 2018, Kareem Abdul
Jabar

stirring tribute to the subtle but profound influence that Wooden had on
Kareem

ISBN-13 : 978-1455542260

Coaching for Equity: Conversations That Change Practice 1st Edition, 2020,
Aguilar

implement Transformational Coaching in any organization with an updated
coaching framework and corresponding rubrics, a comprehensive set of
coaching tools puts success in every coach’s hands.

ISBN-13:978-1119592273

Common Formative Assessment: A Toolkit for Professional Learning
Communities at Work, 2011, Baily and Jakicic

In this conversational guide, the authors offer tools, templates, and
protocols to incorporate common formative assessments into the practices
of a PLC to monitor and enhance student learning.

ISBN-13 : 978-1936765140

Conscious Coaching: The Art & Science of Building Buy-in, 2018, Bartholomew

learn how to move others—not just physically, but also psychologically and
emotionally— paramount to getting the most out of them.

ISBN-13 : 978-1543179477

ISBN-13:978-1138950030

Crafting the Feedback Teachers Need and Deserve (Eye on Education) 1st Edition,
2016, VanSoelen

Cultivating Genius: An Equity Framework for Culturally and Historically
Responsive Literacy, 2020, Muhammad

Culturally Responsive Teaching and The Brain: Promoting Authentic Engagement
and Rigor Among Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Students 1st Edition, 2014
Hammond

memoir - racism, Apartheid, and the Cycle of Poverty
Muhammad presents a four-layered equity framework—one that is
grounded in history and restores excellence in literacy education.

ISBN-13:978-1338594898

how the brain sciences might influence the way we teach our children

ISBN-13: 978-1483308012

Daring Greatly: How the Courage to Be Vulnerable Transforms the Way We
Live, Love, Parent, and Lead, 2015, Brene Brown

struggle can be our greatest call to courage and Rising Strong, our clearest
path to deeper meaning, wisdom and hope; combination of solid research
and kitchen table story-telling;

ISBN-13 : 978-1592408412

David and Goliath - Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants, 2013,
Malcolm Gladwell

the probability of improbable events occurring in situations where one
outcome is greatly favored over the other; in the world of strength and
conditioning, learning how to move others—not just physically, but also
psychologically and emotionally

ISBN 13: 978-1471267666

Death by Black Hole: And Other Cosmic Quandries, 2020, Neil deGrasse Tyson

explores a myriad of cosmic topics, from what it would be like to be inside
a black hole to the movie industry's feeble efforts to get its night skies right.
One of America's best-known astrophysicists,

ISBN-13: 978-0393350388

Disconnected: How to Reconnect Our Digitally Distracted Kids, 2016, Thomas
Kersting

explores the device-dependent world our children live in and how it is
impacting their mental and emotional well-being

ISBN-13 : 978-1541130975

Disrupting Thinking: Why How We Read Matters, 2017, Beers & Probst

how to help students become close readers

ISBN-13 : 978-1338132908

Don't Ditch That Tech: Differentiated Instruction in a Digital World, 2019, Niller
and Ridgway

practical ideas to help you find the sweet spot where classroom devices
meet students’ needs

ISBN-13 : 978-1949595505

Drawdown: The Most Comprehensive Plan Ever Proposed To Reverse Global
Warming, 2017, Paul Hawken,

100 substantive solutions to reverse global warming, based on meticulous
research by leading scientists and policymakers around the world

ISBN 13: 978-0154130444

Educated: A Personal Memoir, 2018, Tara Westover

memoir - the power of knowledge is depicted as the key to finding freedom
and living an authentic life

ISBN-13 : 978-0399590504

Eleven Rings: The Soul of Success, 2014, Phil Jackson and Hugh Delehanty

the story of a preacher's kid from North Dakota who grew up to be one
of the most innovative leaders and coaches of our time

ISBN-13 : 978-0143125341

Engaging Students with Poverty in Mind: Practical Strategies for Raising
Achievement, 2013, Eric Jensen

digs into whether or not engagement is the key factor in the academic
success of economically disadvantaged students.

ISBN-13 : 978-1416615729

Essentials of Assessing, Preventing, and Overcoming Reading Difficulties, 2016,
David Kilpatrick

offers provocative new insights into the nature of reading development,
reading difficulties, and effective instruction that deserve wide discussion
and application in the field

ISBN 13: 9781118845240

Every Student, Every Day: A No-Nonsense Nurturer® Approach to Reaching All
Learners (No-Nonsense Nurturer® Classroom Behavior Management Strategies),
2018, Borrero

strategies for teachers to build life-altering relationships with students, set
high expectations for students, and hold themselves and their students
accountable for achievement

ISBN-13: 9781947604292

Fact vs. Fiction: Teaching Critical Thinking Skills in the Age of Fake News, 2018,
LaGarde and Hudgins

A thought-provoking resource for teachers and librarians seeking to foster
their students' critical thinking

ISBN-13: 9781564847041

Fifty Strategies to Boost Cognitive Engagement: Creating a Thinking Culture in
the Classroom, 2019, Stobaugh

teacher-tested instructional strategies for building a classroom culture of
thinking

ISBN-13: 9781947604773

Flip Your Classroom: Reaching Every Student in Every Class Every Day, 2012,
Bergmann and Sams, a ForeWord Book of the Year Award finalist

an ingenious pedagogical approach that improves the educational
experience of all students by the two teachers who developed the concept
world-wide

ISBN 13: 9781118845240

For White Folks who Teach in the Hood, 2016, Christopher Emdin

offers a new approach to teaching and learning for every stakeholder in
urban education

ISBN-13: 9780807028025

Fostering Resilient Learners: Strategies for Creating a Trauma-Sensitive
Classroom, 2016, Souers and Hall

explores the urgent and growing issue--childhood trauma--and its profound
effect on learning and teaching

ISBN 13 978-1416621072

Grading for Equity: What it is, Why it Matters, and How it Can Transform
Schools and Classrooms, 1st Edition, 2018, Joe Feldman

shows teachers how to use grading to help students become the leaders of
their own learning and lifts the veil on how to succeed

ISBN-13:978-150639157

Grit: The Power of Passion and Perseverance, 2016, Angela Duckworth

how to develop passion and perseverance in students

ISBN-13: 9781501111112

Happiness Project, 10th edition, 2018, Gretchen Rubin

part memoir and part guide to creating your own happiness project

ISBN-13: 9780062888747

Hidden Figures, 2016, Margot Lee Shetterly

the true story of the black women mathematicians who helped win the
space race

ISBN-13: 9780062363602

Hillbilly Elegy, 2016, J. D. Vance

memoir of a family and culture in crisis

ISBN-13: 9780062300553

How Children Succeed: Grit, Curiosity, and the Hidden Power of Character,
2013, Paul Tough

explores and answers the question: Why do some students succeed and
others fail?

ISBN-13: 9780544104402

How To Be An Antiracist, 2019, Ibram X. Kendi

an approach to understanding and uprooting racism and inequality in our
society--and in ourselves

ISBN-13:978-0525509288

How to Read Literature Like a Professor, 2014, Thomas C. Foster

a lively and entertaining introduction to literature and literary basics,
including symbols, themes and contexts, that shows you how to make your
everyday reading experience more rewarding and enjoyable

ISBN-13: 9780062301673

I Am Malala: The Story of the Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by
the Taliban, 2013, Malala Yousafzai

a memoir by the youngest recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize.

ISBN-13 : 978-0316322409

I'm Still Here: Black Dignity in a World Made for Whiteness, 2018, Austin
Channing Brown

From a powerful new voice on racial justice, an eye-opening account of
growing up Black, Christian, and female in middle-class white America

ISBN-13: 9780744260342

iGen Why Today's Super-Connected Kids are Growing up Less Rebellious, More
Tolerant, Less Happy--and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood--and What
That Means for the Rest of Us, 2017, Jean M. Twenge PhD

A highly readable and entertaining first look at how today’s members of
iGen—the children, teens, and young adults born in the mid-1990s and
later—are vastly different from their Millennial predecessors

ISBN-13: 9781501152016

Integrating Technology into the Classroom, 2001 Gary R. Morrison

This book presents a rationale and an inquiry-based model for integrating
computer technology into the classroom curriculum, by using it as a tool for
problem solving rather than as an instructional delivery device.

ISBN-13: 9781425811921

Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption, 2014, Bryan Stevenson

An unforgettable true story about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and
a clarion call to end mass incarceration in America

ISBN-13: 9780812984965

Launch: Using Design Thinking to Boost Creativity and Bring Out the Maker in
Every Student, 2016, John Spencer and A. J. Juliani

ideas for making creativity a priority in schools

ISBN-13 : 978-0996989541

Lean In: Women, Work, and Will To Lead, 2013, Sheryl Sandberg

this title has become an instant catchphrase for empowering women by the
CEO of Facebook

ISBN-13: 9781787699304

Let Your Mind Run, 2018, Deena Kastor

From an Olympic medalist runner and the record-holder in the women's
marathon and half-marathon, a vividly inspirational memoir on using
positive psychology and brain science to achieve unparalleled athletic
success

ISBN-13: 9781524760762

Literacy-Based Speech and Language Therapy Activities: Successfully Use
Storybooks to Reduce Planning Time, Easily Work in Groups, and Target
Multiple Communication and Academic Goals, 2019, Scott Prath

This book is over 200 pages of templates, activity ideas, and materials you
need to powerfully change how students tell stories.

ISBN-13: 9780692886199

Little Soldiers: An American Boy, a Chinese School, and the Global Race to
Achieve, 2017, Lenora Chu

a hard-hitting exploration of China’s widely acclaimed yet insular education
system—held up as a model of excellence—that raises important questions
for the future of American parenting and education

ISBN-13: 9780062367860

Look Me in the Eye: My Life with Asperger's, 2007, John Elder Robison

chronicling his life with Asperger syndrome, Robison tells a story that is at
once heartbreaking, inspiring and funny

ISBN-13: 978-0307396181

Make It Happen: Coaching With the Four Critical Questions of PLCs at Work®
2018, Bailey and Jakicic

Professional Learning Community strategies for Instructional Coaches

ISBN-13 : 978-1947604216

Making Grades Matter: Standards-Based Grading in a Secondary PLC (A
practical guide for PLCs and standards-based grading at the secondary education
level), 2020, Townsley and Wear

Maximize learning by making grades more meaningful and motivating to
students. With the support of this practical guide, professional learning
communities (PLCs) will discover a clear road map for implementing a
standards-based grading system at the secondary level.

ISBN-13:978-1949539653

Mathematical Mindsets: Unleashing Students' Potential through Creative Math,
Inspiring Messages and Innovative Teaching 1st Edition, 2015, Boeler,

practical strategies and activities to help teachers and parents show all
children, even those who are convinced that they are bad at math, that they
can enjoy and succeed in math.

ISBN-13:978-0470894521

Maybe You Should Talk to Someone: A Therapist, Her Therapist, and Our Lives
Revealed, 2019, Lori Gottlieb

a hilarious, thought-provoking, and surprising new book that takes us
behind the scenes of a therapist's world -- where her patients are looking for
answers (and so is she).

ISBN-13: 9781328662057

Me and White Supremacy: Combat Racism, Change the World, and Become a
Good Ancestor, 2020, Layla Saad

challenges you to do the essential work of unpacking your biases, and helps
white people take action and dismantle the privilege within themselves

ISBN-13 : 978-1728209807

Mindmapping: Improve Memory, Concentration, Communication, Organization,
Creativity, and Time Management (Mental Performance), 2012, Kam Knight

This book is the ultimate resource on the topic describing in detail how to
apply mind maps with note-taking, lectures, research, brainstorming,
writing (non-fiction & fiction), planning, goal setting, lists, groups, and
more.

ISBN-13 : 978-1544840703

Motivational Interviewing For School Counselors, 2017, Reagan North

This book is the first training experience ever created to help School
Counselors learn to use MI in their unique context. Written by a real-life
School Counselor, this work is a powerfully practical explanation of MI
ideas.

ISBN-13: 9781520525075

Next Step Forward in Guided Reading, 2016, Jan Richardson

All the planning and instructional tools you need to teach guided reading
well, from pre-A to fluent, organized around Richardson’s proven AssessDecide-Guide framework.

ISBN-13: 9781338163681

Notice and Note: Strategies for Close Reading, 2013, G. Kylene Beers and Robert E.
Probst

insights into how to create text dependent questioning in assisting students
to develop greater reading comprehension skills

ISBN-13: 9780325046938

Notorious RBG: The Life and Times of Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 2020, Carmon, Irin Knizhnik, Shana

She was a fierce dissenter with a serious collar game. A legendary, selfdescribed “flaming feminist litigator” who made the world more equal. And
an intergenerational icon affectionately known as the Notorious RBG

ISBN-13: 9780062415837

Nurturing Young Innovators, 2017, Laura McLaughlin Taddei and Stephanie Smith
Budhai

create environments where creativity, innovation and collaboration are
fostered and valued, and where technology is used to redefine learning and
promote responsible risk-taking.

ISBN: 9781760568023

Outliers: The Story of Success, 2018, Malcolm Gladwell

what makes high-achievers different?--this book examines the factors that
contribute to high levels of succes; an intellectual journey through the world
of "outliers"--the best and the brightest, the most famous and the most
successful

ISBN-13: 9781945540332

Practicing Presence: Simple Self-Care Strategies for Teachers 1st Edition, 2017,
Lisa J. Lucas

a book to help you more successfully manage your frustrations and feeling
overwhelmed.

ISBN-13:978-1625311917

Queen Bees and Wannabes, 3rd Edition: Helping Your Daughter Survive Cliques,
Gossip, Boys, and the New Realities of Girl World, 2016, Wiseman, Rosalind

welcome to the wonderful world of your daughter’s adolescence.

ISBN-13: 9781101903056

Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can't Stop Talking, 2012,Susan
Cain

shows how much we lose when we dramatically undervalue introverts

ISBN-13: 9780307352156

Raising Cain: Protecting the Emotional Life of Boys, 2000, Kindlon, Dan Thompson, Michael

after more than thirty-five years of combined experience working with boys
and their families the authors reveal a nation of boys who are hurting--sad,
afraid, angry, and silent

ISBN-13: 9780345434852

Reading, Writing, and Rising Up: Teaching About Social Justice and the Power of
the Written Word, 2000, Linda Christensen

This practical, inspirational book offers essays, lesson plans, and a
remarkable collection of student writing, all rooted in an unwavering focus
on language arts teaching for justice.

ISBN-13: 9780942961690

Real Talk for Real Teachers: Advice for Teachers from Rookies to Veterans: "No
Retreat, No Surrender!" 2013, Rafe Esquith

recognizes that new teachers and veteran educators need different kinds of
nourishment, whether it’s encouragement to see through a teacher’s
difficult early years, advice on midcareer classroom building, or novel ideas
for how longtime educators can put their expertise to work.

ISBN13: 9780670014644

Reclaiming Conversation: The Power of Talk in a Digital Age, 2015, Sherry Turkle

Renowned media scholar Sherry Turkle investigates how a flight from
conversation undermines our relationships, creativity, and productivity—
and why reclaiming face-to-face conversation can help us regain lost
ground.

ISBN-13: 9780143109792

Relentless: From Good to Great to Unstoppable, 2013, Tim S. Grover

insights into the mindsets of the most successful and accomplished athletes
of our time and shows us what it takes to be not just great but unstoppable.

ISBN-13: 9781476714202

Rethinking Grading: Meaningful Assessments for Standards-Based Learning,
2015, Cathy Vatterott

After careful research and years of experiences with grading as a teacher
and a parent, Cathy Vatterott examines and debunks traditional practices
and policies of grading in K -12 schools. She offers a new paradigm for
standards-based grading that focuses on student mastery of content and
gives concrete examples from elementary, middle, and high schools.

ISBN-13: 9781416620495

Rethinking Homework: Best Practices That Support Diverse Needs, 2018, Cathy
Vatterott,

Vatterott distills her years of experience with all kinds of schools into a
balanced approach that ensures homework leads to more opportunities for
learning and teaching without turning off parents and students.

ISBN-13: 9781416626565

Rising Strong: How the Ability to Reset Transforms the Way we Life, Love,
Parent, and Lead, 2017, Brene Brown

It is the rise from falling that Brown takes as her subject in Rising Strong.
As a grounded theory researcher, Brown has listened as a range of people—
from leaders in Fortune 500 companies and the military to artists, couples in
long-term relationships, teachers, and parents—shared their stories of being
brave, falling, and getting back up.

ISBN-13: 9780812985801

Sapiens: a Brief History of Humankind, 2011, Yuval Noah Harari

bold, wide-ranging and provocative, Sapiens challenges everything we
thought we knew about being human and spans the whole of human history,
from the very first humans to walk the earth to the radical – and sometimes
devastating – breakthroughs of the Cognitive, Agricultural and Scientific
Revolutions.

ISBN-13: 9780062316110

Scattered: Faith in Unfamiliar Times, 2020, Gene Brack

Want to go from scattered to strengthened and become convinced that on
the other side of what's scattering you, a better you await?s SCATTERED
will remind you that when life uproots you from all that's been familiar,
God stands ready to amaze you.

ISBN-13: 9781734832112

Schooling for Critical Consciousness: Engaging Black and Latinx Youth in
Analyzing, Navigating, and Challenging Racial Injustice, 2020, Seider and Graves

addresses how schools can help Black and Latinx youth resist the negative
effects of racial injustice and challenge its root causes. he book presents
vivid portraits of the schools as they implement various programs and
practices, and traces the impact of these approaches on the students
themselves.

ISBN-13 : 978-1682534304

Screenwise: Helping Kids Thrive (and Survive) in Their Digital World, 2016,
Devorah Heitner

screenwise offers a realistic and optimistic perspective on how to
thoughtfully guide kids in the digital age.

ISBN-13: 9781629561455

So You Want to Talk About Race, 2019, Ijeoma Oluo

a hard-hitting but user-friendly examination of race in America; guides
readers of all races through subjects ranging from intersectionality and
affirmative action to “model minorities” in an attempt to make the
seemingly impossible possible

ISBN-13:978-1580058827

Solving Disproportionality and Achieving Equity: A Leader′s Guide to Using Data
to Change Hearts and Minds 1st Edition, 2016, Edward Fergus

When the numbers don’t lie, this is your guide to doing what’s right.
If your school is faced with a disproportionate rate of suspensions, gifted
program enrollment, or special education referrals for students of color, this
book shows how you can uncover the root causes and rally your staff to
face the challenge head on.

ISBN-13 :978-1506311258

Stamped from the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America,
2017, Reynolds and Kendi,

The National Book Award winning history of how racist idea were created,
spread, and deeply rooted in American society.

ISBN-13:978-1568585987

Strategies That Work, 3rd edition: Teaching Comprehension for Engagement,
Understanding, and Building Knowledge, Grades K-8 third edition, 2017, Harvey
and Goudivis,

In this new edition of their groundbreaking book Strategies That Work,
Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis share the work and thinking they’ve
done since the second edition came out a decade ago and offer new
perspectives on how to explicitly teach thinking strategies so that students
become engaged, thoughtful, independent readers.

ISBN-13:978-1625310637

Take Control of the Noisy Class: Chaos to Calm in 15 Seconds, (Super-effective
classroom management strategies for teachers in today's toughest classrooms),
2019, Rob Plevin

Drawing on 20+ years experience in special education and mainstream
settings, teacher-trainer Rob Plevin explains a proven, step-by-step plan for
successfully managing the most challenging individuals and groups in
today’s toughest classrooms.

ISBN-13: 9781999345105

Take Time for You: Self-Care Action Plans for Educators (Using Maslow's
Hierarchy of Needs and Positive Psychology), 2018 Tina H. Boogren

The key to thriving, as both a human and an educator, rests in mindfulness,
reflection, and daily self-care activities. With Take Time for You, you will
discover a clear path to well-being by working through Maslow's hierarchy
of needs:

ISBN-13:978-1945349713

Talking to Strangers: What We Should Know about the People We Don't Know,
2019, Malcolm Gladwell

Through a series of puzzles, encounters and misunderstandings, from littleknown stories to infamous legal cases, Gladwell takes us on a journey
through the unexpected. You will read about the spy who spent years
undetected at the highest levels of the Pentagon, the man who saw through
the fraudster Bernie Madoff, the suicide of the poet Sylvia Plath and the
false conviction of Amanda Knox. You will discover that strangers are
never simple.

ISBN-13: 9780316478526

Teacher Burnout Turnaround: Strategies for Empowered Teachers, 2020, Patricia
Jennings

takes a big-picture look at the “system” that creates the stress in the first
place and reframes stress points as access points for change.

ISBN-13: 978-0393714258

Teacher's Field Guide: 7 Truths About Teaching to Help You Start off Strong,
Avoid Burnout, and Stay in Love with Teaching, 2017, Hemms

takes a unique approach by addressing the real-life needs of the teacher who
is often left behind and rarely discussed by other books in the marketplace.

ISBN-13: 9781683501848

Teaching Gifted Kids in Today's Classroom: Strategies and Techniques Every
Teacher Can Use, 2018, Winebrenner and Brulles

This fourth edition of the “orange bible” brings fresh updates to the
definitive guide to meeting the learning needs of gifted students in the
mixed abilities classroom—seamlessly and effectively with minimal
preparation time. Included are practical, classroom-tested strategies and
step-by-step instructions for how to use them.

ISBN-13: 9781631983726

Teaching in the Post COVID Classroom: Mindsets and Strategies to Cultivate
Connection, Manage Behavior, and Reduce Overwhelm in Classroom, Distance
and Blended Learning, 2020, Stevens

A quick read in a conversational, upbeat tone, this book is based on
research in positive psychology, curriculum design, student success factors,
and 18 years “in the trenches” classroom experience.
Packing a morale-boosting punch, it can help you feel more prepared and
positive about the meeting challenges of teaching whether it’s via Zoom or
Classroom.

ISBN-13: 9780998701967

Teaching Student-Centered Mathematics: Developmentally Appropriate
Instruction for Grades 3-5 (Vol. II), 2017, John Van de Walle, Karen Karp, LouAnn
Lovin, Jennifer Bay-Williams

his book is a practical guide for developmentally appropriate, studentcentered mathematics instruction. It is a comprehensive resource that can be
used for personal reference, read and discussed as part of a collaboration
(such as professional learning communities), or used as a resource for
professional development projects.

ISBN-13: 9780134556420

The Art of Coaching Teams: Building Resilient Communities that Transform
Schools 1st Edition, 2016, Aguilar

This is the manual you never received when you signed on to lead a team.
Being a great teacher is one thing, but leading a team, or team development,
is an entirely different dynamic. Your successes are public, but so are your
failures—and there's no specific rubric or curriculum to give you direction.
Team development is an art form, and this book is your how-to guide to
doing it effectively

ISBN-13:978-1118984154

The Autistic Brain: Helping Different Kinds of Minds Succeed, 2014, Panek and
Grandin

Temple Grandin may be the most famous person with autism, a condition
that affects 1 in 88 children. Since her birth in 1947, our understanding of it
has undergone a great transformation, leading to more hope than ever
before that we may finally learn the causes of and treatments for autism.

ISBN-13: 9780544227736

The Behavior Code: A Practical Guide to Understanding and Teaching the Most
Challenging Student, 2012, Minahan and Rappaport

Based on a collaboration dating back nearly a decade, the authors—a
behavioral analyst and a child psychiatrist—reveal their systematic
approach for deciphering causes and patterns of difficult behaviors and how
to match them with proven strategies for getting students back on track to
learn.

ISBN-13: 9781612501369

The Brain Power Classroom: 10 Essentials for Focus, Mindfulness, and Emotional
Wellness, 2016, Beal, Dave

Create a Focused, Positive, and Engaged Classroom! Through expert
guidance and inspiring stories from the field, Dave Beal helps you create a
Brain Power Classroom full of engaged, focused and collaborative students.
Part 1 provides scientific background, principles and insightful advice for
creating an optimal classroom atmosphere.

ISBN-13: 9781935127932

The Bully, The Bullied, and the Not-So Innocent Bystander, 2016, Barbara
Coloroso

arms parents and teachers with real solutions for a problem that affects
almost all school age kids.

ISBN-13: 9780062572165

The CAFE Book, Expanded Second Edition: Engaging All Students in Daily
Literacy Assessment and Instruction, 2019, Boushey, Gail - Behne, Allison

Teachers are learners, too, and for the past ten years, Gail Boushey and
Allison Behne work with hundreds of teachers and students nationwide,
gaining insight into best practices for reading instruction.

ISBN-13: 9781625312792

The Daily Five: Fostering Literacy in the Elementary Grades, 2014, Boushey, Gail Moser, Joan

The Daily 5, Second Edition retains the core literacy components that made
the first edition one of the most widely read books in education and
enhances these practices based on years of further experience in classrooms
and compelling new brain research. The Daily 5 provides a way for any
teacher to structure literacy (and now math) time to increase student
independence and allow for individualized attention in small groups and
one-on-one.

ISBN-13: 9781571109743

The Distance Learning Playbook Grades K-12: Teaching for Engagement and
Impact in Any Setting, 2020, Fisher, Frey, and John

The pandemic teaching of mid-2020 was not really distance learning, but
rather crisis teaching. But starting now, teachers have the opportunity to
prepare for distance learning with purpose and intent--using what works
best to accelerate students' learning all the while maintaining an indelible
focus on equity.

ISBN-13: 9781071828922

The Dyslexic Advantage: Unlocking the Hidden Potential of the Dyslexic Brain,
2012, Eide M.D. M.A., Brock L. - Eide M.D., Fernette F.

Brock and Fernette Eide explain how 20% of people—individuals with
dyslexia—share a unique learning style that can create advantages in a
classroom, at a job, or at home. Using their combined expertise in
neurology and education, the authors show how these individuals not only
perceive the written word differently but may also excel at spatial
reasoning, see insightful connections that others simply miss, understand
the world in stories, and display amazing creativity.

ISBN-13: 9780452297920

The Essential 55: An Award-Winning Educator's Rules for Discovering the
Successful Student in Every Child, Revised and Updated, 2019, Clark, Ron

Clark compiled a list of 55 lessons, and soon, his fifth-grade students--who
once struggled to read at the third-grade level--were reading at the sixthgrade level . . . and loving it.

ISBN-13: 9780316424776

The Glass Castle, 2012 Jeannette Walls

memoir - homelessness and poverty and the dilemma of familial
relationships, self-sufficiency, and parental irresponsibility

ISBN-13: 9780743247542

The Google Infused Classroom: A Guide to Making Thinking Visible and
Amplifying Student Voice, 2019, Clark and Avrith

make your online and remote lessons come alive and improve student
enagement and learning

ISBN-13: 9781733646802

The Heart of a Woman, 2009, Maya Angelou

In The Heart of a Woman, Maya Angelou leaves California with her son,
Guy, to move to New York. There she enters the society and world of black
artists and writers, reads her work at the Harlem Writers Guild, and begins
to take part in the struggle of black Americans for their rightful place in the
world. In the meantime, her personal life takes an unexpected turn.

ISBN-13: 9780812980325

The Heritage Black Athletes, A Divided America and the Politics of Patriotism,
2018, Bryant, Howard

Following in the footsteps of Robeson, Ali, Robinson and others, today's
Black athletes re-engage with social issues and the meaning of American
patriotism.

ISBN-13: 9780807038086

The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks, 2010, Skloot, Rebecca

tells a riveting story of the collision between ethics, race, and medicine; of
scientific discovery and faith healing; and of a daughter consumed with
questions about the mother she never knew

ISBN-13: 9781400052189

The Inevitable Understanding 12 technological forces that will shape our forces,
2016, Kelly, Kevin

From one of our leading technology thinkers and writers, a guide through
the twelve technological imperatives that will shape the next thirty years
and transform our lives

ISBN-13: 9780525428084

The Interactive Classroom: Using Technology to Make Learning More Relevant
and Engaging in the Elementary Classroom, 2020, Merill and Merrill,

current ideas to make teaching and learning more interactive in your
learning environment integrating technology and content standards

ISBN-13: 9781733481458

The Limitless Mind: Learn, Lead, and Live Without Barriers, 2019, Jo Boaler

“Boaler is one of those rare and remarkable educators who not only know
the secret of great teaching but also know how to give that gift to others.”
— CAROL DWECK, author of Mindset; after studying the impact of
beliefs and bias on education, Boaler reveals the six keys to unlocking
learning potential, based on the latest scientific findings.

ISBN-13: 9780062851741

The Making of Asian America: A History, 2015, Erika Lee

tells the little-known history of Asian Americans and their role in American
life, from the arrival of the first Asians in the Americas to the present-day.

ISBN-13: 9781476739410

The New Art and Science of Teaching Art and Music: Effective Teaching
Strategies Designed for Music and Art Education, 2019, Onuscheck, Marzano and
Grice

Built on the foundation of Robert J. Marzano's New Art and Science of
Teaching framework, this research-based book for art and music teachers
outlines music- and arts-based teaching strategies.

ISBN-13: 9781945349805

The New Assistive Tech: Make Learning Awesome for All! 2018, Bugaj

School districts often struggle to develop consistent practices for meeting
the assistive needs of special education students. This playful yet
professional book will help public school educators select, acquire and
implement technology to help all students, but especially those with special
needs.

ISBN-13: 9781564846884

The Newcomers: Finding Refuge, Friendship, and Hope in America, 2017, Thorpe,
Helen

from an award-winning, “meticulously observant” (The New Yorker) writer
comes a powerful and moving account of how refugee teenagers at a
Denver public high school learn English and become Americans.

ISBN-13: 9781501159107

The Only Plane in the Sky: An Oral History of 9/11, 2019, Garrett M. Graff

Graff adds considerably to our knowledge of the horrors and the heroism
that characterized that terrible day

ISBN-13 : 978-1501182204

The Perfect Blend: A Practical Guide to Designing Student-Centered Learning,
2020, Michele Eaton

Many blended learning initiatives start from the top down and are designed
for specific populations or make drastic changes to a school's learning
structure. But any K-12 classroom teacher can find ways to leverage
blended learning within the four walls of their classroom, regardless of the
constructs of their learning environment.

ISBN-13: 9781564848451

The Power of Making Thinking Visible: Practices to Engage and Empower All
Learners, 2020, Ritchhart, Ron - Church, Mark

Visible Thinking--a research-based approach developed at Harvard's
Project Zero - prompts and promotes students' thinking. This approach has
been shown to positively impact student engagement, learning, and
development as thinkers.

ISBN-13:978-1119626046

The Radium Girls: The Dark Story of America's Shining Women, 2017, Kate
Moore

tells the story of the Radium Girls from the standpoint of the girls/women
who were victimized by corporate greed and their battle for their rights was
wonderful

ISBN-13: 9781492650959

The Smartest Kids in the World: and How They Got That Way/Simplified Chinese
Edition, 2013, Amanda Ripley

Through the compelling stories of three American teenagers living abroad
and attending the world’s top-notch public high schools, an investigative
reporter explains how these systems cultivate the “smartest” kids on the
planet.

ISBN-13: 9787508641164

The Teenage Brain: A Neuroscientist's Survival Guide to Raising Adolescents and
Young Adults, 2015, Jensen, Frances E; Nutt, Amy Ellis

An internationally respected neurologist offers a revolutionary look at the
brains of adolescents, providing surprising insights--including why smart
kids often do stupid things--and practical advice for adults and teens.

ISBN-13: 9780062067852

The Terrorist's Son: A Story of Choice, 2014, Zak Ebrahim

The intimate, behind-the-scenes life of an American boy raised by his
terrorist father—the man who planned the 1993 World Trade Center
bombing; a well-written account of a man who was the son of a terrorist
and who, despite all the teachings of hatred told to him, chose to see
through the bigotry and life a more humane life.

ISBN-13: 9781476784809

The Way I See It: 5th Edition: Revised & Expanded, 2020, Temple Grandin

gets to the REAL issues of autism―the ones parents, teachers, and
individuals on the spectrum face every day. Dr. Grandin offers helpful dos
and don’ts, practical strategies, and try-it-now tips, all based on her insider
perspective and a great deal of research

ISBN-13: 9781949177312

The Wild Card-7 Steps to an Educator's Creative Breakthrough, 2018, Hope and
Wade King

The Wild Card is your step-by-step guide to experiencing a creative
breakthrough in your classroom with your students.
"This book is a teacher wonderland of ideas, inspiration, and mind-blowing
magic." - Ron Clark, The New York Times best-selling author and
cofounder, Ron Clark Academy.

ISBN-13: 9781946444523

Transforming School Culture: How to Overcome Staff Division (Leading the Four
Types of Teachers and Creating a Positive School Culture) 2nd Edition, 2017,
Muhammad

Dr. Anthony Muhammad contends that in order to transform school culture,
we must understand why teachers continue to hold on to models or beliefs
contrary to those put forth by their school or district. He explores the human
behavior, social conditions, and history that cause the underlying conflict
among the four different types of teachers in a school.

ISBN-13:978-1945349300

White Fragility: Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About Race, 2018,
Robin DeAngelio

explores the counterproductive reactions white people have when their
assumptions about race are challenged, and how these reactions maintain
racial inequality

ISBN-13:978-0807047415

Whole Brain Teaching for Challenging Students: (and the rest of your class, too!
2013, Biffle, Chris

Based on cutting edge scientific research, Whole Brain Teaching recognizes
that students learn the most when they are engaged in lessons that involve
seeing, hearing, doing, speaking and feeling.

ISBN-13: 9780984816712

Why are all the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria? And Other
Conversations About Race, 2017, Tatum, Beverly Daniel

straight talk about how our racial identities is essential if we are serious
about enabling communication across racial and ethnic divides.

ISBN-13: 9780465060689

ISBN13: 9781571108968

Write Like This: Teaching Real-World Writing Through Modeling and Mentor
Texts, 2011, Kelly Gallagher

English teacher Kelly Gallagher shares how he gets his students to stand
next to and pay close attention to model writers, and how doing so elevates
his students' writing abilities. Write Like This is built around a central
premise: if students are to grow as writers, they need to read good writing,
they need to study good writing, and, most important, they need to emulate
good writers.

